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iniaturization of holographic Fourier-transform
pectrometers

ikolay I. Agladze and Albert J. Sievers

Wave propagation equations in the stationary-phase approximation have been used to identify the
theoretical bounds of a miniature holographic Fourier-transform spectrometer �HFTS�. It is demon-
strated that the HFTS throughput can be larger than for a scanning Fourier-transform spectrometer.
Given room- or a higher-temperature constraint, a small HFTS has the potential to outperform a small
multichannel dispersive spectrograph with the same resolving power because of the size dependence of
the signal-to-noise ratio. These predictions are used to analyze the performance of a miniature HFTS
made from simple optical components covering a broad spectral range from the UV to the near IR. The
importance of specific primary aberrations in limiting the HFTS performance has been both identified
and verified. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 220.1010, 220.4830, 260.3160, 300.6300.
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. Introduction

he first demonstration of a completely static
ourier-transform spectrometer �FTS� appeared in
965.1 A few other examples of a holographic FTS
HFTS� with optical transformation of the interfero-
ram appeared somewhat later with a tilted mirror
sed in a Michelson–Twyman–Green interferome-
er,2 a shearing Sagnac interferometer,3 a Lloyd’s
irror,4 and a modified Mach–Zehnder interferome-

er.5 But rapid progress of digital computing power,
he invention of the Cooley–Tukey algorithm,6 and
ooled bolometric detectors permitted the Fellgett
ultiplex advantage7–10 to be realized. These devel-

pments firmly established practical step-scan and
canning FTSs, first in the far IR11–13 and later in the
R.14 Grating spectrometers still dominated the UV
nd visible region, where, because of the predomi-
ant photon noise, the Fellgett advantage is absent.
HFTS development resurfaced when the static in-

erference pattern in the output of the interferometer
ould be sampled with a multichannel photodiode
etector, connected to a microcomputer.15–23 The ca-
ability to provide imaging information in one direc-
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ion with spectral information in the other, combined
ith a compact and rugged design with no moving
arts, has made the HFTS attractive for remote sens-
ng22,24 �often called a digital array scanned inter-
erometer�. To date the HFTS has been successfully
ested in astronomy,19 single-event rapid spectrosco-
y,25 Raman spectroscopy,21 and toxic gases monitor-
ng.26

Another emerging area where a HFTS should have
large potential is in spectral device miniaturization.
iniature dispersive spectrometers of a few centime-

ers in size are already available commercially.27,28

owever, because of the large throughput of HFTS,
n important question is whether it can be made
ignificantly smaller than a corresponding mul-
ichannel dispersive type for a given resolving power.
n this paper our theoretical and experimental efforts
o shrink the size of the HFTS down to a chip-scale
evice are described.
In Section 2 the mathematical framework for the
iniature HFTS operation is developed for the dif-

raction regime. The point eikonal function tech-
ique is used within the framework of the scalar
tationary-phase approximation for approximately
xially symmetric optics so that the intensity distri-
ution across an array detector can be obtained in a
eneral way. This method provides a rigorous der-
vation of the standard Fourier-transform result pre-
iously obtained for a HFTS with a simplified
pproach.15,29 An important new feature is the de-
endence of the signal-to-noise ratio on the size of the

rray detector, which is directly connected to the size
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f the instrument. In Section 3 a miniature HFTS
ade from standard optical components is described.

ts construction, operation, and testing are presented
nd the theoretical and experimental results are com-
ared. The demonstrated resolving power and
hroughput produce a larger signal-to-noise ratio
han is achievable with a competing miniature mul-
ichannel dispersive spectrometer. In Section 4 the
erformance-limiting effects due to monochromatic
berrations are simply related to phase shifts in the
nterferogram, which can be experimentally mea-
ured. Our findings are that astigmatism is more
mportant than spherical aberration and that chro-

atic aberration results mainly in a spectral fre-
uency shift, which can be readily corrected digitally.

. Diffraction Theory of Holographic Fourier-Transform
pectrometer Operation

ith the HFTS, we use a static interference pattern
reated by two coherent wave fronts. For an inco-
erent extended source, the wave fronts are split into
wo components and then recombined at the array
etector. Among the many possible ways of doing
his, transverse shearing of the source images �with-
ut flipping� results in the largest field of view and
he highest throughput. Currently two main meth-
ds are used for wave-front shearing. One is based
n birefringence21,23 and the other is used with beam
plitters.15–19,22 The latter method is the subject of
he present study.

. Intensity Distribution at the Detector

he operation of a HFTS has already been described
n which the interference between two wave fronts
as considered with the help of a geometric construc-

ion with optical rays.29 Here we derive the inten-
ity distribution at the detector in a more general way
y using the eikonal formalism and the scalar wave
ropagation equations in a stationary-phase approx-
mation so that the intensity distribution across an
rray detector can be obtained for a large variety of
nput wave fronts with diffraction effects included.30

Schematically, the optical system of a HFTS can be
epresented as an object �an arbitrary superposition
f the field amplitudes� in the front focal plane �field
f view in the optical design literature� of a Fourier
ens, whereas the detector coincides with the back
ocal plane of that lens. This representation is
hown in Fig. 1 where f is the focal length of the lens
n vacuum, so that in the object space it is nf and in
he image space it is n�f, where n and n� are the
orresponding indices of refraction. Let S�x, y, x�, y��
e a point eikonal between the reference planes lo-
ated at the front and back focal positions of the lens
. The positions of points P and P� in the reference
lanes in Fig. 1 can be described by two-dimensional
ectors r�x, y� and r��x�, y��, respectively, where in
ccordance with standard optical design practice the
ertical �meridional� direction corresponds to the Y
xis whereas the Z and Z� axes are directed from left
o right and coincide with the optical axis. The

hearing interferometer �not shown in the Fig. 1� w

2

eplaces point P with two new virtual points with
oordinates �x, y� ��2� and �x, y� ��2� or r� ��2 and
� ��2. As a result, the complex amplitude U�r� in

he object plane can be represented as a sum of two
utually coherent amplitudes shifted from the orig-

nal position by a vector ���2 so that

U�r�f 1�2U�r � ��2� � 1�2U�r � ��2� . (1)

ere, for simplicity, an equal division of the ampli-
udes is assumed.

For an incoherent source the intensity at the de-
ector is expressed as an average of the square mod-
lus of the amplitude �see Ref. 30, p. 133� so that

I�r�� � ��U��r���2	

� 

KP*�r1, r��KP�r2, r���U*�r1�U�r2�	dr1 dr2 .

(2)

n Eq. �2� the primed symbols represent variables in
he image space, and the propagation kernel KP �r, r��
n the stationary-phase approximation �see Ref. 30, p.
80� is

KP�r, r�� �
n

n�� �n��
n��

��1�2

�Det11 S1�2 exp ikS , (3)

here

Det11S � �
2S
xx�

2S
xy�

2S
yx�

2S
yy�

� .

ere � is a wavelength in vacuum, k � 2��� is the

ig. 1. Schematic illustration of the HFTS operation. Reference
lanes are perpendicular to the optical axis and pass through the
ront �object plane or field� and back �detector plane� foci of the
ourier lens F. Shearing in the interferometer is described as
plitting of an arbitrary object point P by vectors ���2 along the Y
xis. Object and image reference planes have corresponding co-
rdinate systems with vertical axes Y and Y� �meridional direction�
nd horizontal axes X and X� �saggital direction�. The Z and Z�
xes �not shown� are both directed from the left to right and coin-
ide with the optical axis.
ave vector, � is the device transmission, and � and
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� are direction cosines of the rays with respect to the
ptical axis. The average in the integral in Eq. �2� is

�U*�r1�U�r2�	 �
1
4 �

�U*�r1 � ��2�U�r2 � ��2�	
� �U*�r1 � ��2�U�r2 � ��2�	
� �U*�r1 � ��2�U�r2 � ��2�	
� �U*�r1 � ��2�U�r2 � ��2�	

�
�

1
4 �

I�r1 � ��2���r1 � r2�
�I�r1 � ��2���r1 � r2�

�I�r1 � ��2���r1 � r2 � ��
� I�r1 � ��2���r1 � r2 � ��

� ,

(4)

here the incoherent property of the source is given
y the intensity relation

�U*�r1�U�r2�	 � I�r1���r1 � r2� . (5)

e obtain the intensity at the detector by substitut-
ng Eq. �4� into Eq. �2�:

I�r�� � 1�4
�KP�r � ��2, r�� � KP�r

� ��2, r���2 I�r�d2r . (6)

or a sufficiently small shift �, the preexponential
actor in Eq. �3� is unchanged, so the sum of the two
ernels in Eq. �6� can be expressed through corre-
ponding point eikonals as

P�r � ��2, r�� � KP�r � ��2, r��

�
n

n���n��
n��

��1�2

�Det11S�1�2�exp ikS�r � ��2, r��

� exp ikS�r � ��2, r��� . (7)

or an ideal Fourier lens the point eikonal �see Ref.
0, p. 184� reduces to

S0�x, y, x�, y�� � � �xx� � yy���f , (8)

here the unimportant constant term �nf � n�f� was
ropped. Substitution of Eq. �8� into Eq. �7� yields

P�r � ��2, r�� � KP�r � ��2, r��

� 2
n

n���n��n��
��1�2

�Det11S�1�2exp ikS0�r, r��cos
k�
2f

y�

k�

� 2KP�r, r��cos

2f
y� . (9)

570 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
inally, substituting this expression into Eq. �6� pro-
uces the intensity at the array detector for a single
onochromatic component, namely,

I�r�� � 1�2�1 � cos
k�
f

y��
�KP�r, r���2 I�r�d2r

� 1�2 I0�r���1 � cos
k�
f

y��
� 1�2 I0�r���1 � cos 2��

�

f
y�� , (10)

here � � 1�� is the frequency in wave numbers.
or polychromatic light one integrates over the spec-
ral density B��� so that the total intensity distribu-
ion at the detector becomes

I�r�� � 1�2

0

�

I0�r���1 � cos 2��
�

f
y��B���d� . (11)

The intensity distribution in the image plane is
odulated by the cosine function with the period de-

ending on the wavelength, completely analogous to
he scanning interferometer result.31 The only dis-
inction is a scaling factor ��f for the optical path
ifference in Eq. �11�.
This general treatment provides a theoretical basis

or the new hybrid imaging and spectral mode of
FTS operation, realized in the high-etendue imag-

ng FTS.32,33 According to Eq. �11�, for an infinitely
istant object the HFTS will produce its image at the
etector modulated by the static interference pattern.
y tilting the instrument �or by moving the object�,
e can measure the whole interferogram for each
oint of the object, providing both imaging and spec-
ral information.

. Some Theoretical Limits of Holographic
ourier-Transform Spectrometer Performance

he eikonal of Eq. �8� is precise and not a paraxial
pproximation. Since there is no field coordinate de-
endence in Eq. �10�, an extremely large theoretical
hroughput is possible for a HFTS with ideal Fourier
ptics. Hence the HFTS can be even more effective
han the scanning FTS for which there exists a re-
triction on the resolving power, namely, R � ����:
� � 2�,31 where � is a solid angle subtended by the
bject from the entrance pupil. Here the entrance
upil is the Fourier lens in Fig. 1.

. Resolution and Spectral Range
o find the resolving power of the HFTS, let the in-
ensity distribution from Eq. �11� be sampled by an
rray detector with a pitch h and N elements along
he Y� axis. This corresponds to a step ���f�h in the
ptical path difference so that the maximum nona-
iased wave number is
�max � f��2h�� . (12)
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or a double-sided interferogram the maximum op-
ical path difference L becomes

L � 0.5Nh��f � 0.5D��f � 0.5n���F , (13)

here Nh, the array length, should be made equal to
he effective Fourier lens diameter D and where F �
�D is the F-number of the Fourier lens. Hence the
aximum path difference achievable is directly pro-

ortional to the shift � in the interferometer and is
nversely proportional to the F-number of the Fourier
ptics. The resolution �FWHM� is

�� � 0.602�L � 1.204f��Nh�� � 1.204F��n��� ,
(14)

o the resolving power becomes

R � N�2.408 . (15)

he equations for a single-sided interferogram are
eferenced below for future use:

L � Nh��f � D��f � n���F , (13�)

�� � 0.602�L � 0.602f��Nh�� � 0.602F��n��� ,
(14�)

R � N�1.204 . (15�)

. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
he noise analysis of Fourier spectrometers, includ-

ng the HFTS, has already been published in several
apers and books.24,34–39 Here this subject is reex-
mined in the context of miniaturization. High-
uality array detectors for the visible spectral range
sually have dark current and readout noise much

ess than the photon shot noise. But for a miniature
oom-temperature device, noisier uncooled detectors
because of size and power limitations� are expected.
he result is that the shot noise is of less importance

han the detector noise. Since this is also true in the
nfrared, both spectral regimes can now be considered
ogether.

To find the relation between the noise in the inter-
erogram and in the spectrum, the single-sided inter-
erogram is used in Eq. �11�. The definitions are
.5I0�r�� � const � I0, ���f�y� � u, and for the variable
art

I�u� � I0

0

�

B���cos 2��ud� . (16)

et � � 2��, then the cosine transformation40 be-
omes

	8�I�u��I0 � 	2��

0

�

B���2��cos �ud� . (17)

he inverse transform yields35,36

B��� � 4
�

�I�u��I0�cos 2��udu. (18)


0 A

2

he introduction of an additive noise contribution can
e written as

B��� � �B � 4

0

�

�I����I0 � �I�I0�cos 2���d�. (19)

sing Eq. �18� produces

�B��� � 4

0

�

��I�u��I0�cos 2��udu. (20)

pplying Parseval’s identity yields

1�4

0

�

��B����2d� � 

0

�

��I�u��I0�
2du. (21)

ntroducing averages in spectral and spatial domains
ields from Eq. �21�

�B2�max � 4L�I2�I0
2 , (22)

r, defining ε�2 � �B2 and εu
2 � �I2�I0

2, the relation
ecomes

ε� � 2εu	L��max . (23)

ccording to Ref. 39 the signal-to-noise ratio in the
nterferogram can be defined as

�S�N�u � �I�0��I0��εu . (24)

ubstituting Eq. �16� with u � 0 into Eq. �24� and
sing Eqs. �23�, �12�, and �13��, we obtain

�S�N�u � B� �max��0.5ε�	�max�L�

� �S�N��2	�maxL

� �S�N��	2N , (25)

here B� � �1��max�
0
� B���d�. The signal-to-noise

atio in the spectral domain is defined by the ratio
S�N�� � B� �ε� of the average spectral density and the
oot-mean-square noise. Equation �25� is valid for
oth a scanning FTS and a static HFTS and illus-
rates how the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectral
omain can be found given its value in the spatial
omain. Further noise analysis requires certain as-
umptions regarding the nature of the noise, so the
wo cases of dominant detector noise and of dominant
hoton shot noise are treated separately.
Detector dark noise. The detector noise is propor-

ional to the square roots of the pixel area and the
ccumulation time T so that

εu � εu
0	hHT , (26)

here H is the detector element height. The radia-
ion falling on the array is sampled by N detectors, so
he signal accumulated for time T at the zero path
ifference pixel is

I�0��I0 � ��A��HFT T�N , (27)

here � is proportional to the radiance of the object,

is the object area, and � is the solid angle sub-

0 December 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 36 � APPLIED OPTICS 6571
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ended by the entrance pupil. The product �A��HFT
s the throughput of the HFTS �or etendue, see Ref.
1, p. 21�. Substituting Eqs. �27� and �26� into Eqs.
24� and �25� yields

�S�N�HFT � ��A��HFT	T��εu
0N	2NhH�

� ��A��HFT	T��εu
0N	2�� , (28)

here � � NhH is the array detector total area. It
s instructive to compare Eq. �28� with the signal-to-
oise ratio expected for dispersive instruments, both
ultichannel and scanning.
For a multichannel spectrograph with the same

rray detector and the same object,

�S�N�MD � ��A��D	T��Nεu
0	hH�

� ��A��D	T��εu
0	N�� , (29)

here �A��D is the throughput of the dispersive in-
trument, with the same meaning for the parameters

and �.
For a scanning dispersive spectrometer the detec-

or is taken to be a single pixel of the array. The
ccumulation time at each spectral component will be

times less than in the multichannel spectrograph
iven the same total measurement time, so the
ignal-to-noise ratio is

�S�N�SD � ��A��D	T�N��Nεu
0	hH�

� ��A��D	T��εu
0N	�� . (30)

Source shot noise. The photon shot noise with
oisson statistics is given by the square root of the
umber of detected photons. Assuming that the sig-
al is proportional to the number of photons and by
se of Eq. �27�, the interferogram signal-to-noise ratio

s

�S�N�u
HFT � ���A��HFT T�N�1�2 . (31)

n the spectral domain it becomes

�S�N�HFT � ���A��HFT T�1�2��	2N� (28�)

or shot noise, Eqs. �29� and �30� for dispersive spec-
rometers become

�S�N�MD � ���A��D T�1�2�	N , (29�)

�S�N�SD � ���A��D T�1�2�N . (30�)

Signal-to-noise ratio and miniaturization limits. The
ignal-to-noise ratio is an important parameter for
he determination of the miniaturization limit; how-
ver, so far the relations derived above enable us to
raw few conclusions. Generally, the resolving
ower is determined by a particular spectroscopic
pplication, so the number of spectral channels is
ore or less fixed, see Eqs. �15� and �15��. According

o Eqs. �28�–�30�, detector-dominated noise favors a
maller pixel size and a smaller overall detector size
or both HFTSs and dispersive multichannel instru-

ents. This is valid only if a high throughput can be t

572 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
chieved in a small device. �The miniaturization of
he spectrometer is not of prime importance for the
road class of remote sensing applications that re-
uire a large telescope for good throughput.�
However, for small objects at finite distances, a
iniature spectrometer can be optimized in size and
HFTS offers the largest potential in this respect.

his advantage is related to the rather limited value
f the parameter � of the collection optics and a wid-
ned field of view for a HFTS compared with a dis-
ersive spectrometer. Comparing the signal-to-
oise ratios in Eqs. �28� and �29� yields

�S�N�HFT��S�N�MD � �2N��1�2 ��A��HFT��A��D�

� ��MD��HFT�1�2 , (32)

here the square root of the detector area ratio �MD�
HFT gives the characteristic linear scale of the de-
ices.
In general the throughput A� is approximately 200

imes larger for a scanning FTS compared with a
rating spectrometer �see Ref. 31, p. 22�, and for a
FTS the throughput can be even larger. Consider

he case of an object of a fixed size �a bacterium spore,
or example�. The largest achievable numerical ap-
rture of the objective ��1.25� together with the ob-
ect size set the limit of the throughput. According
o Eq. �32� the device with a smaller detector will
ave a higher performance, apart from the factor
2N��1�2. Note that the detector size for a dispersive
nstrument is dictated by the size of the entrance slit
which is usually the same as a single pixel�, but for
HFTS the pixel size can be as small as technically

ossible. Given both the object and the detector on a
icroscopic scale, one is tempted to make the whole

evice on the same scale, possibly incorporated on a
ilicon chip. But the Lagrange invariant for a fixed
hroughput determines the product of an angular
eld of view and the pupil radius. Thus the device
ith a larger angular field of view can be made

maller, and it was already shown above that the
FTS is restricted only by optical aberrations for this
arameter so an aberration analysis is crucial to
dentify the miniaturization limits of the device.

From this comparison it follows that a sufficiently
mall HFTS will outperform the corresponding dis-
ersive multichannel spectrograph. For example,
or N � 50, the HFTS with the same throughput as
he dispersive multichannel spectrograph will still
ave a better signal-to-noise ratio even if its size is
en times smaller. It is miniaturization that brings
ut this difference.
For the photon shot-noise limit there is no appar-

nt performance gain by making the spectrometer
mall, as can be seen by Eqs. �28��–�30��. However,
he object area A, the only parameter related to the
ize, restricts the maximum throughput achievable
ith a dispersive spectrometer and dictates the

mallest possible size of the device. The restrictions
n the size for HFTSs are much less stringent, and if
ast collection optics �large � in the throughput rela-

ion� are used, it can either be made much smaller
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han other types of spectrometer or achieve orders of
agnitude higher throughput. In many situations

his gain may outweigh even the multiplex disadvan-
age factor �2N��1�2 in comparison with the mul-
ichannel dispersive spectrograph.

The condition for the HFTS to outperform the mul-
ichannel spectrograph is found when we divide Eq.
28�� by Eq. �29��, yielding

�S�N�HFT��S�N�M � �2N��1�2��A��H��A��D�
1�2 � 1,

�A��H��A��D � 2N . (33)

gain, as in Eq. �32� there is the multiplex disadvan-
age factor �2N��1�2, and it is harder for HFTSs to
ompete with the multichannel dispersive spectrom-
ter. For the example with N � 50 considered
bove, the HFTS comes out on top only if its through-
ut is 100 times better.

. Experimental Realization of a Miniature Holographic
ourier-Transform Spectrometer

ith commercially available off-the-shelf compo-
ents, an interferometer of high quality has been

abricated and assembled into a complete spectrom-
ter with a complementary metal-oxide semiconduc-
or array detector and a laptop computer. In sub
ections 3.A–3.C we describe this device in detail.

. Construction

n asymmetric Sagnac interferometer was made
rom two Littrow BK7 glass prisms as shown in Fig.
. The beam splitter was produced with a 45-Å chro-
ium film deposited on one half of the hypotenuse of

ne of them. To introduce the displacement d of the
agnac interferometer mirror, the prisms are shifted
long the hypotenuse �see Fig. 2�. The size of the
nterferometer was determined by the smallest com-

ercially available Littrow prism, it had a short leg
f 12.7 mm. Custom optical shop processing was
equired for standard 6-mm-diameter lenses with an
ffective focal length 15 mm. The lens thickness
as reduced to match the positions of the focal points

nside the interferometer, however, because index-
atching glue was used, the precision and the sur-

ace quality had much larger tolerances than for
ther important surfaces. A three-dimensional pic-
ure of the Littrow prism HFTS is shown in Fig. 3.

To avoid tilts in the interference pattern and to set
he shift d at the design value, the following proce-
ure was used at the assembly stage. The two Lit-
row prisms were mounted on precise positioning
tages, providing a complete six-dimensional control
f their mutual positions �X, Y, Z, and three rota-
ional axes�, and the He–Ne laser fringe orientation
nd spacing was monitored in real time. By use of a
V-curable glue, the correct orientation of the prisms
as easily fixed.
A complete spectral device included on-line numer-

cal processing of the spectra with a laptop computer.
custom-made Delrin case held the interferometer
nd a 45° mirror, directing the output beam at the a

2

etector. The spectrometer also included a board-
evel camera PixeLINK PL-A633 from Vitana Corp.
ith 1280 � 1024 active pixels �7.5 �m � 7.5 �m

ach�.

. Operation

n this instrument two identical lenses are used in
he infinite conjugate arrangement, resulting in the
ancellation of aberration coefficients for odd powers
f the field coordinate. The intermediate virtual im-
ges of the source are formed exactly at the Littrow
rism hypotenuse, equal distances from both lenses.

ig. 2. Ray tracing for a HFTS made from standard microlenses
nd Littrow prisms. Asymmetry in the interferometer is intro-
uced when one of the prims is shifted by the distance d along the
ypotenuse.

ig. 3. Three-dimensional picture of the Littrow prism HFTS.
he light from an infinite source is focused by the entrance lens 1

nto the asymmetric Sagnac interferometer formed by beam split-
er 2 and mirrors 3 and 4. The lens 5 collimates the exiting beams

nd overlaps them at detector 6.
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quality of the standard optical parts used in the interferometer.

F
trow prism HFTS. Intensity nonuniformities are removed.

F
g
3

6

numerical aperture of 0.2 is large enough for in-
estigation of the aberration effects on the perfor-
ance of the spectrometer.
In the computer-controlled instrument the inter-

erence pattern is digitized with a 1.3-megapixel com-
lementary metal-oxide semiconductor sensor and is
ent to the laptop computer equipped with an IEEE-
394 port. The software written in LabVIEW uses
he standard API library, provided by the sensor
anufacturer. Operating parameters, including in

articular the exposure time, size of the subwindow,
nd gain can be controlled through the software. All
igital processing, although not optimized for speed,
ypically takes less than 200 ms, including the real-
ime display of the spectral information at the com-
uter monitor. The speed is dominated by the time
equired to send the frame from the sensor to the
omputer.

. Testing

o test the quality of the interferometer, an interfer-
nce pattern from a He–Ne laser was recorded. It is
hown in Fig. 4. Speckles are almost absent because
f the high quality of the standard optical compo-
ents. The performance of the computer-controlled
pectrometer is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. The
nterferogram for a neon lamp source is shown in Fig.
. The asymmetric intensity distribution in the in-
erferogram results from the incidence angle depen-
ence of the effectiveness of the beam splitter. The
esulting neon spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. Low
esolution resulting in smearing of many sharp emis-
ion lines makes it difficult to compare this spectrum
ith the data in the literature. To demonstrate the
road range of the device, a spectrum of the UV LED
mitting at 370 nm is also represented by the dotted
urve. Because of the lower sensitivity of the detec-

or in the UV region, the LED spectrum was multi- s

574 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
lied by a factor of 15. As can be seen from the
xample, a UV–visible–near-IR spectral coverage is
asily achieved with HFTS made from simple, inex-
ensive, and readily available optical and electronic
omponents.

Nonuniformities in the dark current of the detector
ixels degrade the signal-to-noise ratio obtained in
he spectrum and are a source of spectral artifacts
ecause of the periodic distribution of the defects.
evertheless, by subtraction of the dark current con-

ribution the values of the lowest detectable signals
re decreased dramatically. For example, the max-

ig. 6. Spectrum of the neon lamp calculated from the interfero-
ram in Fig. 5 �solid curve�. Spectrum of the UV LED emitting at
70 nm �dotted curve, multiplied by 15� demonstrates the wide
ig. 4. Interference pattern produced in the Littrow prism HFTS
y a He–Ne laser. Speckles are almost absent because of the high
 ig. 5. Interferogram of the neon lamp measured with the Lit-
pectral range of the spectrometer.
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mum value in the spectrum in Fig. 6 is �2000 units,
hich is 5 orders of magnitude larger than the typical
oise fluctuations of 0.02 units achieved in the spec-
ra with the dark current removed.

The resolution achieved by the spectrometer was
� � 260 � 30 cm�1 for a theoretical limiting value of
04 cm�1. A significant deviation from ideal perfor-
ance was found in spectra from extended sources.
or an angular size of the source in the interferom-
ter plane exceeding 2°, the interference contrast rap-
dly decreases, resulting in a significant deterioration
f the throughput. Nevertheless, in the vertical di-
ection the acceptance angle is much larger �at least
0°� with its value determined essentially by means
f vignetting at the Fourier lens.
There is some value in comparing the throughput

chieved in this HFTS with that of a typical commer-
ial miniature dispersive spectrograph. We assume
hat the spectrograph has a fiber input with the ra-
ius r� 25 �m and F�4 optics—these are parameters
sed in instruments with a resolving power of �100,
imilar to what was demonstrated with our minia-
ure HFTS. The throughput can then be calculated
ither as a product of the source area and the solid
ngle subtended by the entrance pupil or as a product
f the entrance pupil area and the solid angle sub-
ended by the object—both definitions produce the
ame result. For the dispersive spectrometer, one
nds �A��D � �2r2�1�F�number�2�4 � 9.6 � 10�5

m2, whereas for the Littrow prism HFTS,
A��HFT � ��D2�4��� 2�4� � 2.7 � 10�2 mm2, where
� 6 mm is the input lens diameter and  � 0.035

ad is the acceptance angle. The ratio �A��HFT�
A��D � 280 and it is actually larger than the value
N � 200 at which, according to Eq. �33�, the HFTS
ill outperform the multichannel spectrograph. In

he detector noise case �i.e., for weak signals� the
ondition of Eq. �32� is even easier to meet. Namely,
or the same detector area the throughput ratio
hould exceed a factor 2N � 14, which is much less
han the demonstrated experimental value of 280.

. Effects of Aberrations on the Performance of the
olographic Fourier-Transform Spectrometer

or a miniature HFTS without external optics there
s little freedom in the choice of optical design solu-
ions. It is impractical to resort to complex lens de-
igns involving many spherical surfaces in a device of
nly few millimeters �or micrometers� in size.
roper analysis of aberration effects is a necessary
ondition to optimize a miniature HFTS and as well
s for the incorporation of aspheric surfaces into its
esign. It is anticipated that a HFTS instrument at
he millimeter length scale will be made in this way
ecause of the modern state of glass molding and
icrolens shaping techniques. In the following we

onsider this question theoretically and use the re-
ults in the analysis of the Littrow prism HFTS.
he effects produced by monochromatic and chro-
atic aberrations are treated separately.
This general analysis of aberrations in a HFTS is
ased on the approximate axial symmetry and a lin-

2

ar expansion of the point eikonal function valid for
mall values of the shearing parameter ��f: In a
revious analysis of aberrations in a HFTS, only the
pread of the shear angle was considered.41

. Monochromatic Aberrations Theory

o account for nonideal Fourier optics, the term in
quare brackets in Eq. �7� is expanded with respect to
he shearing parameter to give

exp ikS�r � ��2, r�� � exp ikS�r � ��2, r��

� exp ikS�r, r��
exp�� ik
�

2
S
y�

� exp�ik
�

2
S
y��

� exp ikS�r, r��2 cos�2��
�

2
S
y� . (34)

ere the shearing in the interferometer occurs along
he Y axis as illustrated in Fig. 1. Substituting Eq.
34� into Eq. �7� and then into Eq. �6� yields

I�r�� � 
�Kp�r, r���2 0.5�1 � cos 2���
S
y�I�r�d2r .

(35)

n contrast to Eq. �10� the cosine term under the
ntegral can depend on the field coordinates r and
annot be factored out. We can realize the physical
eaning of this fact by noting that S�y ��n� �see
ef. 30, p. 23�, where � is the direction cosine along

he Y axis in the object plane. The dependence of the
irection cosine on the field coordinate r occurs be-
ause the rays that come to the same point r� in the
ack focal plane have different values of the direction
osine in the object space, or, equivalently, that the
ays with the same value of the direction cosines but
riginating from different points in the field do not
ome to the same point at the back focal plane. In
he following we consider the intensity distribution at
he detector due to the point source at an arbitrary
osition r in the field of view.
To obtain a quantitative representation for S�y,
e assume that the rotational symmetry is approxi-
ately preserved because of the small value of the

hearing parameter ��f, so the point eikonal S can be
xpanded in the Taylor series in axially symmetric
erms �in analogy to the expansion of the angle
ikonal used in some optical systems as described in
ef. 30, p. 255�. With terms up to the fourth order in

he field and pupil coordinates, the approximate
ikonal, now called S4, can be written as

S4 � a100K � a010P � a001T � a200K
2 � a020P

2

� a002T
2 � a110KP � a011PT � a101KT . (36)
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his expression is exact for the primary aberration
erms. The spherically symmetric coordinates

K � 1�2�!2 � "2�, P � !!P � ""P, T � 1�2�!P
2 � "P

2�

(37)

re expressed in dimensionless coordinates with the
upil location chosen at the detector plane:

! � y�f, " � x�f, !P � y��f, "P � x��f . (38)

e assume that the aberration content of lenses pre-
eding the Fourier lens is also included in Eq. �36�.
he field derivative of the expanded eikonal can be

ound with the aid of the following relation:

f
S
y

�
S
!

�
S
K

K
!

�
S
P

P
!

�
S
K

! �
S
P

!P , (39)

here Eqs. �37� and �38� were used. From Eq. �39�
nd Eq. �36� we have

f
S4

y
� a100! � a010!P � a2002K! � a0202P!P

� a110�P! � K!P� � a011T!P � a101T! . (40)

he product of the eikonal derivative and the focal
ength f in Eq. �40� gives the value, which is directly
omparable to the pupil coordinates r�. It can be
hown also that in the absence of a defocus the coef-
cient a100 � 0, and from Eq. �8� it follows that a010 �
f and the other terms then give the shift with re-

pect to the ideal, aberration-free position in the in-
erference pattern in the detector plane. Another
nteresting observation is that the spherical aberra-
ion term a002T2 in Eq. �36� disappears after differ-
ntiation. This fact illustrates the difference from
maging optics and emphasizes the importance of a
etailed aberration analysis in the design of a HFTS.

. Monochromatic Aberrations Experiment

o reveal experimentally the role of various aberra-
ions, the interference pattern in the detector plane
as carefully analyzed. The exact positions of the
e–Ne laser fringes were determined in the Littrow
rism HFTS both at the center region of the interfer-
nce pattern and at the side of the pattern as a func-
ion of the field angle  , related in the paraxial
pproximation to the normalized field coordinate ! of
he output Fourier lens in a simple way, ! �  . The
wo cases correspond to the following conditions: �1�
� "P � !P � 0 and �2� " � "P � 0, !P��0. Equation

40� can then be simplified for �1� and �2� sets of the
oordinates, respectively:

f
S4

y
� a100! � a200!

3,

f
S4

y
� � f !P � 1�2a011!P

3 � � 100 � �2a020
� 1/ 2a101�!P
2�! � 3�2a101!P!

2 � a200!
3 . (41)

576 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
he measured positions of the fringes for !P � 0.1 and
P � 0 are shown in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� correspond-
ngly �the term �f!P is removed to emphasize the
berration effects�. We obtain the coefficients a100
nd a200 by fitting the data in Fig. 7�b� with first
ormula of Eqs. �41�, plus an arbitrary constant term.

e achieve fine-tuning of the field zero position by
atching the constant terms for cases �1� and �2�.
ero values for the coma �a011� and the distortion
a110� aberration coefficients are assumed because of
he symmetric optical arrangement. The value of
he coefficient a200, describing the pupil spherical ab-
rration, is then kept fixed �since the corresponding
erm does not depend on the pupil coordinate !P�
hile the data are fitted in Fig. 7�b� with the second

ormula of Eqs. �41�. From the two fits the primary
berration coefficients can be estimated. Their val-
es are presented in Table 1.
The linear field terms, shown with dotted lines in

igs. 7�a� and 7�b� dominate over the cubic contribu-
ion for values of the field coordinate ! # 0.03. In the
xial region of the pupil this term is due to the defo-
using �a100!�, and in the marginal region !P � 0.1 an
dditional contribution from astigmatism and field
urvature ��2a020 � 1�2a101�!P

2!�� is two times larger.
ith the laser fringe width of �60 �m, the phase

hift exceeds half of a wavelength for ! $ 0.02 at !P �
.1, resulting in smearing out of the interference pat-
ern in the marginal region; broadening of the spec-
ral lines; and, as a consequence, in reduction of the
hroughput.

ig. 7. Shifts of the He–Ne laser fringes in the Littrow prism
FTS versus the normalized field coordinate ! for two pupil posi-

ions: �a� at !P � 0.1, "P � 0; �b� at !P � "P � 0. The solid curve
hows the fit of the experimental values with only primary aber-
ations taken into account. The dotted lines represent contribu-
ions from aberrations with linear field dependence.
In the case of noncompensated coma, the term  011
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!P � 1�2a011 �!P
2 � "P

2�!P in Eq. �40� results in the
ringe period monotonically changing with the pupil

eridional and saggital positions even in the case of
mall values of the field coordinates ! and ". It re-
ults in the deterioration of the spectral resolution
nd the asymmetric shape of the instrument func-
ion.

There is a direct correspondence between the pri-
ary wave-front aberrations and the point eikonal

berrations in the case of a Fourier lens. It follows
rom the fact that the ideal Fourier lens transforms
he light emitted from any point in the object plane
nto a plane wave in the image space. In the parax-
al approximation any deviations from the ideal
ikonal function of Eq. �8� will be equal to the wave-
ront error at the back focal position of the lens. By
sing this fact, we can base the optimization in the
esign of a HFTS on minimization of certain Zeidel
berration coefficients �see Ref. 42, p. 139� available
n most optical design software packages. As an il-
ustration, the value of the coefficient �2a020 �
�2a101� was calculated from Zeidel aberration coef-
cients SIII �astigmatism� and SIV �Petzval field cur-
ature� according to the relation, derived by
omparison with the standard wave-front aberration
olynomial43 and Eq. �36�:

2a020 � 1�2a101 � 3�2 SIII � 1�2 SIV . (42)

rom OSLO optical design software we have SIII �
.024 mm and SIV � 0.0042 mm for a Littrow prism
FTS, indicating that the astigmatism is the main
berration affecting the device performance. In Ta-
le 1 the experimental and calculated values are
hown with the calculation taking into account a dif-
erent normalization of the field and pupil coordi-
ates in OSLO and in this paper. The value of the
oefficient a200 is given by the pupil spherical aber-
ation, and its calculated value is also presented in
able 1. It is not surprising that the measured co-
fficients are quite different from the calculated val-
es, most probably because of the neglect of the
igher-order aberrations. But the values are still
lose enough to justify use of the primary aberrations
n the optimization procedure.

. Chromatic Aberrations

ispersion of the Fourier lens of a HFTS results in
he renormalization of frequencies in the spectrum
nd in the degradation of the fringe visibility. Both

Table 1. Values of Prim

!P a100 �mm�

 200 �mm�

Experiment Calculation

0 0.43 � 0.04 170 � 70 132
0.1 — —
ffects are considered here separately. f

2

. Frequency Shift
ispersion in the refraction coefficients n and n� is

esponsible for the wavelength dependence of the fo-
al length of the Fourier lens f � r��n � n�� and for a
orresponding change of the coefficient ��f. They de-
ermine the scaling of the interferogram in the detec-
or plane. According to Eq. �10�, the intensity at the
etector is modulated by factors cos 2��0 ���f0�y� and
os 2�����f�y� for wave numbers �0 and �. If one of
he frequencies is chosen as a reference �let it be �0�,
hen all other frequencies will appear shifted in the
pectrum according to the following formula:

�m � �f0�f � �n0��n � n����n��n0 � n0��� , (43)

here � is the true value of the frequency and �m is
ts measured value. In the miniature HFTS de-
cribed in this paper, we chose the frequency of the
e–Ne laser �0 � 15802.37 cm�1 as a reference.
he calculated frequency shift �m � � for the BK7
lass dispersion is shown in Fig. 8 with a solid curve.
xperimental values, measured for several mercury
mission lines, follow the theoretical curve almost
deally as can be seen from Fig. 8.

. Fringe Visibility Degradation
espite the large value of the frequency shift, it is
asy to take into account by an appropriate rescaling

berration Coefficients

11 �mm�

2a020 � 1�2a101 �mm�

a110 �mm�Experiment Calculation

0 — 0
0 110 � 6 178 0

ig. 8. Frequency shift due to the chromatic aberrations in the
FTS made from BK7 glass. The solid curve is calculated accord-

ng to Eq. �43�. The symbols are experimental values measured
ary A

a0
or several mercury emission lines.
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f the frequencies in the spectrum. Potentially, a
ore serious problem could be defocusing and the

oss of contrast in the interference pattern. For an
ncoherent source the interference pattern at the de-
ector is observed over a small range of distances
rom the Fourier lens with the maximum at the focal
istance. The longitudinal chromatic aberration
hanges the optimal distance, resulting in the ap-
earance of the defocus for all wavelengths except
ne. A measurement of the fringe visibility, as a
unction of distance at several representative spec-
ral frequencies, should provide a measure of the
hromatic aberration tolerance. We can make a
imple estimate of such an effect by assuming that
he two interfering narrow beams loose the coherence
hen the distance between them at the detector ex-

eeds the size of the area of coherence %. This con-
ition is

�� f � f0��f0 � %,

�n � n0���n � 1� � %�� , (44)

here we set n� � 1. Substituting values corre-
ponding to the He–Ne laser and the UV LED emis-
ion lines, the condition of inequalities �44� reads
.6 # %��. It is possible to make a simple estimate
y use of the van Cittert–Zernike theorem �see Ref.
4, p. 508�. According to the theorem for a distant
ource, the size of the area of coherence is 0.16�� at
he entrance pupil. Since the detector is located at
he same size exit pupil, it is safe to assume the same
rea of coherence in the detector plane. With the
cceptance angle 2° %�� � 9, the inequalities of �44�
re fix valid. Chromatic aberrations and the partial
oherence set the limit on the acceptance angle size
 # 0.2 � 12°, which is close to the value achievable
ith aspheric lenses.

. Summary

sing the point eikonal formalism in the stationary-
hase approximation, we demonstrated that a HFTS
s capable of operating in the diffraction limit. The
igorous derivation of the intensity distribution at the
FTS output has provided a theoretical basis for

ome new unconventional applications of this device.
By considering the size dependence of the signal-

o-noise ratio, we have identified the conditions under
hich a miniature HFTS can outperform a competing
ultichannel dispersive spectrograph. When detec-

or noise dominates, it is shown that miniaturization
elps the HFTS to achieve better characteristics than
he multichannel dispersive spectrograph for the
ame throughput. A large value of the throughput
arameter of the HFTS, which can be even larger
han for the scanning FTS, is the strong point of this
evice and can result in a better performance than a
ultichannel dispersive spectrograph even in the

hot-noise case.
The experimental realization of the miniature
FTS has achieved a broad UV–visible–near-IR
pectral range and a resolving power of 100 by use of

578 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 36 � 20 December 2004
imple and readily available optical components and
tandard complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
rray sensors. The aberration-limited throughput
n devices with spherical optics emerged as a main
urdle to better performance. With an acceptance
ngle of only 2°, the tested HFTS throughput is a
actor 280 larger than competing miniature spectro-
raphs with the optical fiber input.
We analyzed the effects of monochromatic aberra-

ions on the characteristics of a HFTS by expanding
he point eikonal function assuming approximate ax-
al symmetry. The effects of different types of pri-

ary aberration are revealed; and for the Littrow
rism HFTS with spherical lenses, it was shown that
he astigmatism is the main performance-limiting
actor. This analysis enables a better design of the
FTS optics by use of primary aberrations in the

ptimization procedure.
For longitudinal chromatic aberrations, two main

ffects were identified. First is a simple and predict-
ble shift of the measured spectral frequencies re-
ated to the dispersion of the lens material. Second
s the degradation of the throughput because of the
artial coherence in the detector plain. Because of
his factor, a limiting value of 12° for the acceptance
ngle is derived.
By use of optimally designed aspheric optics, al-
ost an order-of-magnitude improvement in the

hroughput can be achieved in a simple miniature
FTS. This represents an advance in the field of
iniature spectral devices. Our general relations

erived in the stationary-phase approximation are
alid even in the diffraction limit and can be used to
esign microspectrometers integrated on a chip,
hich can be comparable to the wavelength size.

We are grateful for financial support from the De-
ense Advanced Research Projects Agency, the U.S.
epartment of Energy, and the New York State Al-

iance for Nanomedical Technologies. Use of facili-
ies of the Cornell Center for Material Research is
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